Happy Valentine’s Day
I would like to think that I am not the only
one guilty of indulging in romantic stories,
whether it is through songs, movies, or books.
It’s everywhere. Valentine’s Day is just another
way the media chokes romance down our throats.
It’s hard not be skeptical about the romance seen in
movies when it’s not what is lived in real life. Whether you feel yourself a sap or not, a few real-life “heartwarming” stories are enough to convince anyone that
the true romance you see in movies just isn’t real.
The story of Romeo and Juliet, although not
a true story, is one that’s familiar and obviously
not a happy ending. What about the romances
that happened in history, like the story of
One
Napoleon and Josephine? While Napoleon
new
was head over heels in love with Joseclass bephine, their relationship still ended
ing taught
in divorce because she could not
at Memoproduce a child for him—yet
rial this year is
another example of a bad
Community Art
romance.
& Mass Media. It
You may not
is being taught in the Art
know it, but ValenDepartment and will have as
tine’s Day was
its major focus the ways art and
not originally
art technology are used on a large
about roscale. Those interested in informamance
tion technology, graphic design or
at
journalism should take this course.
CAMM will closely collaborate
with the Sword & Shield and other
projects around the school, giving its students the opportunity
to gain real, hands-on experience
relevant to the topics discussed in
class. CAMM students will work
to generate artistic and journalistic
materials for consumption by the
student populous and they will
be actively engaged in all sorts of
JMM events; if you want to put
yourself in the know, then this is
the class for you. CAMM is offered on a per semester or per year
basis. Those interested should talk
to Ms. Parris-Ford in the art department. Note: CAMM is listed as
“Community Art” on your course
selection card.

all. It was
about martyrdom. Valentine
of Rome was killed for his faith in the
3rd Century and February 14th honors that.
There are no links between the Saint named
Valentine and romantic love. Not until the 14th
century did Valentine’s Day take on a romantic notion. By the 19th century paper valentines became so
popular they were mass produced in factories. Forget
about the hand-made cards with lace. Today 190
million machine-made valentines are sent each year
in the U.S., mostly for children. When you add all
the hand-made valentine cards made in schools that
figure goes up to 1 billion, and teachers become the
people receiving the most valentines. Yes, teachers.
So, happy Valentine’s Day, Memorial! Just in case you have not received a
valentine in a long time, then consider
Fashthis special, love-ladened, limited
ion Deedition, mass produced issue of
sign is an
the Sword and Shield; a valenamazing class. We
tine that wishes you well and
cover
a lot of the fashhopes you never have to
ion world, and whether
deal with a bad royou’re trendy or just do
mance... at least not
things
in your own style, if
while you’re in
you love fashion, this class is for
high school.
you!
Ms. Winker and Ms. Dinndorf
- Jessi Ford
teach this class and they are both
energetic and fashionable teachers. Last semester we started out
with more simple things like shoe
design and mock-up, then moved
on to recycled bags (made out of
plastic). After that we made “sewing buddies”
(odd looking
creatures
that are
hand sewn).
Finally, we
made fusion decade
scarf’s
(combining
fashions of
different
decades in
a scarf) and
skirts.
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AP World History is one of

the two history classes available
to sophomores. It is often the first
AP class that many students will
take, but it is quite manageable
for most of the students who take
it. The pace of this class is much
faster than that of your standard
World History class, averaging
a test a week. The class is built
around preparation for the AP
exam, so that a high percentage of
sophomores who take this class get
fours or fives on the AP test. Each
week, students must read one to
two chapters of the book in advance to prepare for class lectures.
Often there are videos related to
the material in the chapters, and

sometimes there are scored class
discussions. Homework is quite
important in this class, is it makes
up a large portion of the semester
grade. Students practice the three
types of essays found on the AP
test very often in class, with peer
editing and advice always present.
This class can be stressful at times,
but the teacher, Mr. Lovenberg,
lightens the atmosphere considerably with his humor and makes it
enjoyable for students in his classes to learn. I would recommend
this class to every freshman who
is looking for a more fast-paced
course and a chance to earn college
credit as well.

Alex Kupelian works on an original hand-made scarf.
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You don’t
have to be good at sewing to be
in this class; Ms. Winker and Ms.
Dinndorf teach you how to use a
sewing machine and how to hand
sew. Also this class gives us (the
designers) a lot of creative control
over how we make our projects.
And believe it or not, a good majority of the materials used in this
class were either fund raised by the
teachers or donated by amazing
people!
People in the class get
really social, we all get to know
each other and help each other out
throughout the class! So if you are
looking for a fun, creative and colorful class to take next year, think
about fashion design as an option!
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The last of the three drawing
classes at Memorial, Drawing 3
is no disappointment. Instead of
focusing on certain skills or techniques, the class allows students to
explore and tap into their creative
juices through engaging and open
projects. Some of the assignments
were the seven deadly sins, an alter
ego piece, and a song triptych,
which is a set of three panels side
by side. Also, Mr. Frontier is a cool
teacher.

MoreCourse Selection Advise from
the Sword
& Shield.

There are two advanced
Economics courses available at our
school. The first is AP Microeconomics, typically taken by
juniors. The second is AP Macroeconomics, typically taken by
seniors. Both courses are taught by
Dan Raabe, Ultimate Frisbee coach
and enthusiast. Before people take
either course, they should understand the differences between the
Psychology is a valuable
two classes and some key notes on
subject for people of all races, ages,
both classes:
and orientations. At Memorial there
1. Microeconomics is linear and
are two Psychology course offerMr. Senson show enthusiasm with his it is reasonable for a select group
ings: One, that of a semester of regpower point presentation. of people (mathematics-oriented
ular Psychology and the other being
individuals) to skip out on the
a full year of Advanced Placement
To be honest, I only took
textbook reading and still receive
Psychology, a fast-paced introduc- this class because I was told last
satisfactory grades on tests. On the
tion to the field of psychology. Both year that we would fly airplanes.
other hand, Macroeconomics is
classes are fun and worthwhile,
This gamble paid off in the end,
circular and ambiguous. For some,
however, many people may still
as Aerospace is a great class. It
this is a good thing, but for others
wonder about the differences. Psy- maintains a relaxed atmosphere
(those math-oriented individuals
chology is a lab-based introductory while still providing a lot of inthat breezed through Micro) it is a
Psychology course, with many op- formation. Aerospace is a very
bad thing. That being said, in Macportunities to earn points, whether
individualized class, in that what
through field trips, short homework you put in is what you get out. It is roeconomics, even heavier emphasis is put on reading the textbook
assignments, quizzes/tests, or proj- possible to get by doing minimal
chapters outside of class. For both
ects. This is a great class for people work, but with a highly knowlclasses, however, it is important
who want to learn useful Psycholedgeable teacher and many reto note that 100% of your quarter
ogy in a more relaxed setting. On
sources at hand, it is also possible
the other hand, AP Psychology is a to truly prepare for any future work grades are determined by in-class
tests. Thus, competency in matefaster-paced lecture-based course,
in aeronautical, aerospace and
rial is demanded. Don’t take either
aimed at preparing students for
more general engineering fields.
course if you’re a bad test-taker.
the College Board examination in
It is also reasonably hard to do
May. This class is textbook-heavy, poorly in this class. Unless you are 2. Microeconomics is faster than
Macroeconomics, however both
meaning that people who expect to actively against doing any type of
have roughly the same amount of
receive an A should intend to spend work or not paying any attention,
a considerable amount of time read- you will get a good grade. That be- material covered.
3. Every day of class in both
ing the textbook outside of class.
ing said, the class is half hands-on
courses are lectures, with no
Grades are mainly determined by
learning, half power-point based
“hands-on” work done, although
quizzes and tests, however there
lectures, so be prepared for both.
are extra-credit opportunities and a Overall, Aerospace is worth choos- you do receive packets to work out
problems (whether you do them or
cumulative project each semester.
ing – even if all you want to do is
not is optional).
This class may sound very difficult, fly an airplane.
4. Microeconomics has broken a
but it is very realistic to earn the
few individuals’ 4.0 GPAs. This
grade you desire with focus and
Math Physics is a very
doesn’t mean it’s impossible. It just
hard work. The labs and material
interesting and informative class.
means that you have to reflect your
in both classes are rich with mean- It is one of several physics classes
mastery of the material on tests to
ing and students say it is overall an taught at JMM, including General
earn your A.
interesting class that evokes a lot of Physics and AP Physics. In my
5. While Macroeconomics is
curiosity and discussion. All in all, own experience, physics was very
viewed as a potential senior slacker
Psychology and AP Psychology are helpful to a clearer understanding
course, it still requires a considerworthwhile classes and no matter
of not only the world around me
able amount of effort, just like
which you decide to take, the expe- but also other science courses I
Micro.
rience will be priceless.
have taken and will take. Physics
Both of these classes are lecture
As said by Aubrey Fisher, a is helpful to the student because it
based through and through. There
current student in Psychology AP:
explains the laws and reasons for
is no homework, but if you don’t
“I recommend this class because al- which the universe operates as it
take good notes and keep a good
though it requires a lot of studying, does. This systematic approach
idea of what is being taught at all
Ms. Gil is an awesome teacher and to physics is greatly helpful in
times, you will definitely need
all the material you cover in class is understanding the content mateto study on your own or you’ll
relevant and very interesting! Also, rial. Everyone should take physstruggle. The pace of micro is very
this AP class has a very high pasics, especially those planning on
fast; do not be surprised if you go
sage rate for the AP test as a high
attending a four year college; the
through a whole chapter in just one
percentage of Memorial students
prerequisites for physics are ISP
week or half a week for that matreceive a 5.”
and several years of Algebra.
ter. On the flip side, while macro
goes slower and covers a lot less
material, the lessons are complex
Sociology was a new class offered in 2010-2011. This class
and they all build on each other.
examines important topics in sports such as teamwork, violence, race,
That means if you have one weak
and gender issues. There are no tests but there are a lot of projects and
chapter where you just got lost,
one giant project at the end of the semester. The amount of homework
you need to work it out or it’s gois manageable with assignments once or twice a week. For each unit we
ing to haunt you. And, in case you
watched a movie and did a write up about it, which was a good teaching
haven’t picked up on that yet, these
tool and relaxing for the students. I thoroughly enjoyed this class, as it
was fun and informative. The work load was a little more than I expected, are not the kind of classes that
but I still looked forward to sociology every day. If you are looking for a you can afford to be absent much
medium stress class to take and you love sports, definitely take this class. in. You miss two days and it feels
like they already covered a whole

chapter while you were gone. They
aren’t all bad news though.
Luckily, these difficult
classes are in very capable hands.
I can honestly think of no other
teacher at this school that does his
job as well as Mr. Raabe does. Say
what you will about his dry, sarcastic sense of humor or his endless devotion to Ultimate Frisbee,
but as far as actually getting his
point across few teachers here do it
better. Yes, he does talk the whole
hour most of the time, except
that he manages to be engaging
enough throughout that the lessons
are actually interesting. Everything he teaches you, especially
in Macro, can be directly applied
to real life, and he will definitely
show you how to look at the stuff
the news is feeding us in a whole
new light. Trust me, you’re going
to understand politics a lot better
if you know how money works.
Ultimately though, in an AP class
it all comes down to the exam.
In that aspect, you can feel very
confident that Raabe is doing his
job to prepare you. There is going
to be nothing on those tests that
aren’t going to be familiar to you,
I can assure you of that. It’s just up
to each student to do the work to
really understand everything.

Mr. Raabe writing a pass for a student.

If you’re interested in the health
care field, Health Science Occupations is perfect for you.
The class is pretty laid back, but it
does offer a tremendous amount of
information in only one semester.
Topics covered are: the makings of
a hospital, the history of medicine,
and a few body systems – like the
cardiovascular system. There are
weekly vocabulary quizzes that go
over Latin prefixes and suffixes,
but they are not terrible. You will
perform shadows on health professionals and listen to guest speakers
in order to gain knowledge on a
variety of careers. There is also a
field trip to a Health Science Expo
filled with hands-on stations. HSO
is closely related to Memorial’s
Health Occupations Students of
America group (HOSA), which
competes on a state and national
level. If you’re interested in learning more about the history of health
care, and your possible future in it,
I highly recommend taking HSO.
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AP Chemistry is the most ad-

It is possible to take courses online
if your schedule does not work out
for whatever reason. You can talk
to your counselor about this option
for further information about the
logistics of it. The benefit of online courses is that it is highly
flexible and individualized; conversely though, it requires a level
of self-motivation that is difficult
to maintain. If you decide to take
online courses, remember that it
will be entirely up to you to turn in
your assignments on time and keep
on pace.

vanced chemistry course offered at
Memorial, with a chance to receive
college credit by taking the AP test
available as well. With rumors of
the level of
difficulty of
the chemistry
courses offered widely
circulating
around Memorial, very
few students
choose to go
a step further and sign
up for AP
Chemistry.
Ms. Cummins shows Daniel Li a unit cell model.
As a result,
there is only
Astronomy is a class
one class of AP Chem in Memothat is often overlooked amidst
rial, which can potentially cause
the multiple variations of biolscheduling problems. While this
ogy, physics, and chemistry in the
class is definitely very challenging, Science Department at Memorial.
it is actually very realistic to get the In order to take this class, it is
grades you desire. Doing simple
generally necessary to double up
studying every day really helps to
in science courses. I would highly
memorize and understand the mate- recommend doing so. Despite the
rial, and the teacher, Ms. Comins,
scientific basis of this class, it is
is more than willing to help her AP not a “pure science” course, in that
Chem students answer any quesit does not concentrate on memotions that they may have. The labs rization of facts, calculation of
in this class, while sometimes chal- velocity, or preparation of various
lenging, can still be easily managed solutions. It is more of a hybrid
if there is good teamwork between between philosophy, logic, and the
lab partners and if you read the lab pursuit of scientific knowledge.
description and instructions before Although the class does cover bathe day of the lab. In addition,
sic astronomy information, such as
several extra credit opportunities
star charts, planetary motion, etc.,
are available that can boost grades
it takes on a broader view by introup. Success in this class requires
ducing students to finding explaself motivation to study chapters on nations to phenomena, evaluating
your own, to complete worksheets
the merits of contradicting hypothhanded out in class, and to take the eses, and maintaining a skeptitime to check answers and perform cal thought process. Too often in
additional research online. There
school these days, students are
is very little homework aside from force-fed information, and “learn”
the labs, so it is extremely easy to
by repeating what they read in a
ruin your grade by procrastinating. textbook. Astronomy uniquely
I would recommend this course to
challenges students by forcing
those who have a strong interest in them to question what it is they are
science or are simply looking for
learning – and verify the authentican extra challenge.
ity of the conclusion themselves.

The Sword & Shield congratulates Jordan
Fredrick for signing his letter of intent
to play for the University of WisconsinMadison’s Badgers.
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As for course load, there is
no homework in Astronomy. The
class is entirely lecture based –
there isn’t even a textbook to fall
back on. Classes are held in the
planetarium, which is very easy to
fall asleep in, especially when the
lights are turned off. You’d think
the painfully hard chairs would
solve that problem, but I can testify
otherwise. That being said, I am
glad I decided to try Astronomy,
as it was one of the best classes I
have taken this year.

Course Selection Tips (especially for Juniors)
After three fateful years of selecting courses at Memorial High School,
many juniors, soon to be seniors are anxious to pick their classes for the
final two semesters of high school. However, before rushing to complete
your course-selection card, some anonymous seniors have provided the
following advice:
1. Don’t take a course load that is significantly harder than what you’re
used to. Challenge yourself, but within reason. Remember, this is your
senior year, and come second semester, you might not be as eager as you
are right now to finish tomorrow’s Calculus homework. If you’re not an
ambitious student today, chances are you won’t grow ambitious or have
strong work ethic next year either.
2. If you do take a challenging course load, have some fun by picking a couple of classes of major interest too you. Some popular classes
among seniors are: Psychology, Macroeconomics, any Art class, Rocks &
Ropes/Advanced Ropes, Drama 1/2 and Aerospace Engineering.
3. If you hear that a certain class taught by a certain teacher is less than
desirable from many other people, it’s probably true. That being said,
take classes that you know will be both valuable and fun.
4. Besides just taking interesting classes, make sure to try out an activity
that will make your high school experience worthwhile. It’s going to be
your last year of high school and as much as you may want to graduate
right away, realize that you will look back at this period of time for many
years.
Good luck with deciding your courses juniors!

Team Sports: This is one of your standard gym classes where the

basic sports are covered, including soccer, baseball, football, tennis, and
volleyball. However, there are some activities you might not suspect like
handball, bowling, gymnastics kickball, and six sticks. Every other week,
the class travels to Schwoegler’s to bowl. While the trek to the bowling
alley gets pretty frigid in the winter for the underclassmen, most of the
upperclassmen are willing to give rides. Don’t sweat it if you will be a
sophomore. As a senior, I gave rides to around eight sophomores each
trip.

Taryn Meixner, Wison Lu, and John Kink warming up for gym

Announcements

Seniors who once had a Big Brother/Big Sister: If you are graduating this spring and once had a Big
Brother or Big Sister, there is a
new (FULL TUITION!) scholarship that you may be able to win.
Come to the student services office
for details. - Mr. Evenson
STUDENTS: The JMM/Jefferson
Mentoring Program is looking for
JMM students interested in mentoring/tutoring a Jefferson student.
You would meet with the student
weekly before school/during your
study hall/or lunch period. If
you are interested in participating
in this program, please see Ms.
Colville in the Student Services
office.

SENIORS – Please check the window in the Fox Office Commons
Window for your name. This is
your full LEGAL name to be printed on your diploma. If your name
is highlighted or there is a spelling
error, please see Mrs. Dahmen.
Officer Blackamore will be joined
by K-9 Officer Corcoran for a demonstration in room 500 on February
8th at 4:00 PM. Please join Officer
Blackamore and the Madison Police K-9 for a demonstration of the
skills and commands used to deter
and investigate crimes.”
Race for the Cure
Save the date and join the Memorial Spartans Team: Saturday, June
4th, Willow Island, Alliant Energy
Center, 7:45 a.m.

Cyber Bullying

We have all been called an inappropriate name by somebody else
and have been abused over the internet, whether in a joking or bullying
fashion. But is this cyber bullying? The media abusively uses the term
“cyber bullying” and uses it as a blanket definition for internet harassment. The Federal government agrees, stating in the “Molly Meier Cyberbullying Prevention Act” that cyber bullying is “transmission in interstate or foreign commerce any communication, with the intent to coerce,
intimidate, harass, or cause substantial emotional distress to a person,
using electronic means to support severe, repeated, and hostile behavior.”
With this definition, according to Judge George Wu, the district judge for
the “Molly Meirs” case, anyone can practically “prosecute anybody on
the Internet.” Had a flame war with somebody, a series of nasty messages? Well, according to CATO Liberty, negative comments on the internet

will be illegal with a new enactment of federal cyber bullying laws.
People who support cyber bullying federal criminalization often
cite a UCLA study, which states that cyber bullying causes lower GPA’s.
In fact, an increase of bullying on their “bullying scale” could cause a
decrease of 1.5 in GPA, causing dropouts and low self-esteemed kids, not
educated, ready ones.
As teenagers, we should we can look into the issue by research
and try taking action. Telling our friends to stop harassing people over
the internet, even if they do it in a joking fashion, would help. Having
an aura of kindness when we talk or communicate on the Internet will
prevent much emotional pain through wrong interpretation. Let’s stand
up and give no reason for the federal government to involve itself.
--Abhi Sandireddy

Congrats
to JMM
Video
Winners!
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Chris Herr
Ben Rifken
Jake Sullivan
Billy Walsh

They have won the Fox 47:
MSG to TEENS Video Contest.
Their PSA about drunk driving was
1 of 5 PSA’s selected as a finalist
from the many entries from high
schools in the Fox 47 viewing area.
Today we found out they were the
top award winner. Their commercial will continue to be aired until
June.
If you see Chris, Ben, Jake
or Billy, please congratulate them
on their creative effort to deliver
an important message to their
peers. Myself, the Art Department,
and the Memorial Community are
proud of their accomplishment!
As winners they will each receive
a new laptop computer courtesy
of Best Buy and Memorial High
School will receive $2500.
Watch this on: http://fox47.com/
sections/contests/msg2teens/videos/vid_3.shtml
The Sword&Shield loves Christopher Herr

Do you feel like doing something crazy?
Would you like to have ice-cold, spine-tingling fun?
Do you want to help a great cause while you’re at it?
Take the Polar Plunge! It will be held on February
19th at Olin Park. If you’ve never heard of the Plunge,
it’s pretty simple: you jump into Lake Monona – yes,
into the ice cold water - to raise money for the Special
Olympics.
The Special Olympics of Wisconsin is a
unique organization that holds competitive sporting
events for 10,000 athletes with cognitive disabilities. The events range from Alpine Skiing to Track
and Field, with many others in between. One of their
fundamental fundraisers is the Polar Plunge, Connor
Bruesewitz, a senior, did the Polar Plunge last year
and said, “IT’S SO MUCH FUN! There is nothing
like it. I will be doing this for the rest of my life”.
Connor and other students’ at Memorial have family
members who competed in the Special Olympics.
The Polar Plunge brings in a variety of donors ranging from individuals to company and school
sponsored teams. The
admission fee is the only
cost, and goes directly
to the Special Olympics.
According to Connor,
it’s definitely worth it
“[G]o around and ask
your friends, neighbors, family, coworkers,
companies, dogs, cats...
Pretty much anyone who
would give you 5 to 10
dollars and soon enough
you have a bunch of
money raised!”

At the
Polar Plunge,
people jump
right into the
ice-cold lake.
The most
memorable
moment for
Connor was,
“jumping into
the freezing
cold water,
and forgetting
how to swim
for a split
second”. If
that idea still
creeps you
out a little bit,
there will be hot tubs on site to warm you back up!
While a few courageous Spartans participated
last year, the goal this year is to bring even more
Memorial students out to Olin Park this February. The
Student Government is teaming up with Interact to
revamp this tradition. Both groups will be helping to
fundraise and advertise this exciting event, and they
invite you to join. “[I]f people go year after year and
more students are into it, it becomes a huge thing”,
says Connor.
The goal is make the Polar Plunge something
Memorial attends with solid numbers to show our
school’s support for the Special Olympics. If you
need any more reason to take the plunge, Verona High
School was last year’s top school. Since they are one
of our rivals, it will be a friendly competition for a
good cause.
If you are interested in taking the plunge,
please speak with your Backyard Rep or an Interact
member for details. You can also join the Facebook
group, “2011 Madison Memorial Polar Plunge” which
has details on registering with the Memorial team.
Please jump in and bring your friends to the Polar
Plunge to be a part of our growing tradition!
--Marco Jose Dela Cruz
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2011 Academy Award Predictions
Best Picture
Nominees include: 127 Hours, Black Swan, The Fighter, Inception, The
Kids Are Alright, The King’s Speech, The Social Network, Toy Story, True
Grit, Winter’s Bone.
Up until recently The Social Network seemed the obvious choice,
but the critics are leaning towards The King’s Speech. In terms of universal appeal, The Social Network will win, but overall it’s a toss up. My
choice? The Social Network.
Best Director
Nominees include: Darren Aronofsky (Black Swan), Ethan Coen and Joel
Coen (True Grit), David Fincher (The Social Network), Tom Hooper (The
King’s Speech), David O. Russell (The Fighter).
Having seen all of these
movies, the film that appealed to
the widest audience was by far
again The Social Network, directed by David Fincher. It was
the film that flowed best in terms
of cohesiveness between the script
and the actors.
Best Actor
Nominees include: Javier Bardem
(Biutiful) as Uxbal, Jeff Bridges
(True Grit) as Rooster Cogburn,
Jesse Eisenberg (The Social
Network) as Mark Zuckerberg,
Colin Firth (The King’s Speech)
as Prince Albert / King George
VI, James Franco (127 Hours) as
Aron Ralston.
While I am a little biased,
being an avid Facebook user,
Jesse Eisenberg or Colin Firth
will win. Jesse’s performance as
the arrogant, dry humored Mark
Zuckerberg made me laugh and
made feel sorry for him, all of
the things he should have been.
Colin Firth was really good, but he
was good in a different way. Even though Eisenberg should win, Firth’s
performance was timeless and he will take home the award.
Best Actress
Nominees include: Annette Bening (The Kids Are Alright) as Nic, Nicole
Kidman (Rabbit Hole)
as Becca Corbett, Jennifer Lawrence (Win-

ter’s Bone) as Ree Dolly,
Natalie Portman (Black
Swan) as Nina Sayers,
Michelle Williams (Blue
Valentine) as Cindy.
Natalie Portman’s
performance is unmatched
by the other nominees.
She’s the favorite and will
win.
Best Supporting Actor
Nominees include: Christian Bale
(The Fighter)
as Dicky
Eklund, John
Hawkes (Winter’s Bone) as Teardrop, Jeremy Renner (The
Town) as James “Gem” Coughlin, Mark Ruffalo (The Kids
Are Alright) as Paul, Geoffrey Rush (The King’s Speech) as
Lionel Logue.
Seeing as Christian Bale won the SAG and the Golden
Globe, I’m fairly certain he will win.
Best Supporting Actress
Nominees include: Amy Adams (The Fighter) as Charlene
Fleming, Helena Bonham Carter (The King’s Speech) as
Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon / Queen Elizabeth, Melissa Leo
(The Fighter) as Alice Ward, Hailee Steinfeld (True Grit)
as Mattie Ross, Jacki Weaver (Animal Kingdom) as Janine
“Smurf” Cody.
Mila Kunis should have been nominated. But setting that
travesty aside, Helena Bonham Carter will probably win.
Best Writing for an Adapted Screenplay
Nominees include:
127 Hours: Danny Boyle and Simon Beaufoy from Between
a Rock and a Hard Place by Aron Ralston, The Social Network: Aaron Sorkin from The Accidental Billionaires by Ben
Mezrich, Toy Story 3: Michael Arndt, John Lasseter, Andrew
Stanton, and Lee Unkrich; characters based on Toy Story
and Toy Story 2, True Grit: Ethan Coen and Joel Coen from True Grit by
Charles Portis, Winter’s Bone: Debra Granik and Anne Rosellini from
Winter’s Bone by Daniel Woodrell.
Personally, I think The Social Network’s screenplay was far superior to
the other nominees with it’s quick witted banter.
--Tia Das
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ANDY RODGERS:

“I have always thought
that taking a good photo is
an exploration, a journey
to find the spot where the
light falls perfectly and the
lines match up in beautiful
composition. Photo shoots
are always an adventure,
for I never know if I will
come away with a meaningful and visually aesthetic
image. I am always searching myself for emotions and

feelings that can be well
expressed in my photos.
This continuous search,
this never ending journey,
is often much more than an
exploration in photography;
it is often an exploration in
myself. My goal is to make
these depictions make sense
visually, and I hope that the
meaning, and the emotions
involved, will follow.”

BAILEY HOOVER:

“My style constantly changes with my mood. It depends on if I’m listening to The Sex
Pistols or Johnny Cash; it’s always different. Artists such as James Jean, David Choe, Ben
Templesmith, and Michael Hussar inspire me; I just can’t get enough of these guys.
I feel like my works are darker and more surreal, but when I draw, I tend to include elements from life. They always feel a little off-balance, like all of the crazy is set to explode
out of them. It’s all very personal and has some kind of underlying meaning, but I have no
idea what that is.”
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Horoscopes

Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) – You may be slightly confused
today and unsure of what to do next, so save your decisions for a later day. When your mind is clearer and you
can think through conflicts carefully, you’ll be grateful
you didn’t make a rash decision.
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) – An unexpected event or conversation may have you unhappy and irritable for the rest
of the day. It’s ok if you’re not completely yourself today
but make sure not to take out your anger on others who
are not at fault.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) – Today, you may be somewhat frustrated with a friend or family member, but this
time, you understand their point of view. Although you
may be frustrated, being able to see their side is a valuable
skill, so file away your disagreements for another time.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) – You’re not always the best
listener, so listen carefully to your friends this week. If
you keep your heart open, you may see that there is more
going on in their lives than you realize.
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) – You’re feeling unusually stubborn and restless today, which could cause some mild
problems at work. Keep yourself in check and be careful
to follow your boss’s orders if you want to keep your job.
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) – Your wallet is looking a little
thinner these days and you may have to budget your
money more carefully. Cut back on careless spending and
think thoroughly before you make a purchase.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) – As second semester rolls
around, you’re still busier than ever, and this week, you
are even more motivated to start on a good note. Make use
of that motivation by completing projects, using your time
efficiently, and even doing chores or helping out around
the house.
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) – All your social interactions are
floating on the surface this week. Although it’s important
to take school seriously, remember to keep things light
and share a little laughter with your friends.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) – Your thinking might not be as
clear as you need it to be today. You’ve been working hard
lately so give your brain a break and do something carefree and fun for a change.

Celebrity Look-aLikes
at JMM

Memorial high
school has a lot
of good looking
students walking
around. Some are
so good looking
they are often mistaken for celebrities! Take a look
and let the Sword
and Shield know if
you know someone
that looks like a
celebrity so we
can feature them
next time.
(Top) Javontae
Nash looks like
basketball player,
Marcus Cousins
(2nd to the top)
Matt Buttel like
Casey Afflect
(3rd top) Keerthana Pittala looks like
Freida Pinto
from Slumdog
Millionaire.
(Middle) Zack
Schultz looks
like Macaulay Culkin of
Home Alone
fame.
(2nd to the
Bottom) Stephen Coss looks
like iCarly’s
Nathan Kress.
(Bottom Bottome) Lily Cornwell looks Zoe
Daschel

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) – You’re getting tired of all
your mundane everyday activities, so this week, make sure
to get out there and meet some new people! Your charm
and wit are sure to impress them.
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) – You are incredibly talented
and love to show off your talents to your family and
friends. Showing off too much, however, can make you
seem self-centered. Being humble can also be an admirable talent.
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) – You have a great positive
energy surrounding you today! Your routine, day-to-day
actions will seem easy and carefree, so be sure to make
the most of it.
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The Literacy Center

Mr. Brigham goes over a student’s essay in the Literacy Center.
				
Most of you reading this are at least somewhat familiar with
the CRC, or career resource center. Well, you may have noticed some
changes going on there. The CRC is now called the Literary Center and
now is home to JMM Peer Tutoring, Professional Tutoring, Schools of
Hope Tutoring and also the brand new Writing Center. The Writing Center opened at the beginning of second semester and as the name implies,
is there to help students with their writing. To prepare for this article, I
interviewed Mr. Brigham, the head of the writing center, to see what it
was about.
Mr. Brigham told me that like writing centers he has run in the
past, JMM’s Writing Center has the purpose of tutoring anyone who feels

JMM Trekking the Globe

Two Spartans Earn Scholarship for China Trip
This December, the Madison West Side Rotary chose to make a
generous donation of $1800 in scholarship for two Memorial students
hoping to participate in the school’s China trip this April. This is actually the third time that the Rotary Club has given financial assistance to
Memorial students who would otherwise be unable to participate in these
Chinese program trips.
The Rotary’s support for JMM students has, in the past, allowed a
young woman who had never left her home state to stand on a mountainside on the edge of the Tibetan Plateau and gaze across a valley spotted
with thousand year old stone towers, and a young man who had never
been on an airplane to don a work uniform and help as a volunteer at
China’s most famous panda reserve.
Dean Bowles, Chair of the World Service Committee of the
Madison West Rotary, when asked to comment on the Rotary’s support
over time, said: “Rotary raises funds and contributes time and effort to
make dreams come true for families, youth, and children both at home
like our contributions to the Lussier Community Center near Jefferson
Middle School and abroad when Rotary supports youth in the JMM
Chinese program so they might go through a life changing
experience and lead them to global understanding. Both our
community and world service follows the Rotary motto:
Service above self!”
The students chosen for this year’s scholarship both
have been studying Chinese at Memorial since their freshmen year. They are Justin Xayarinh and Nkauj Zoo Thao.
Justin Xayarinh, a sophomore in Chinese 2, commented:
“I have always thought about studying abroad, and now
thanks to the scholarship from the Madison West Rotary, I
can actually do it. I really want to thank them so much for
giving us this enormous scholarship. You have no idea how
much this means to me. I’m so grateful that people like the
Madison West Rotary can give out money that can greatly
enhance my learning experience.” Junior Nkauj Zoo
Thao, currently in Chinese 3, said: “For as long as I can
remember, it has been my life-long dream to travel around
the world. In fact, on a daily basis I think about studying
abroad. The trip is detrimental on what kind of person I
will eventually become and what type of career I will have

they need guidance with their work. Its doors are open to all members
of the memorial community and its tutors are ready to help with all sorts
of writing assignments, not just papers for English class. One important
aspect of the writing center is its Student-Centered Collaborative Model;
this model is what Writing Center tutors use during their conferences
with students. As Mr. Brigham explained, the model “is not a one size
fits all things, it’s designed to fit the individual needs of each student.”
So, rather than forcing tutees into a rigid format for tutoring, the collaborative model addresses each student’s individual needs.
It works like this: students
and tutors meet for a conference or
several conferences. First, tutors
work to make sure the student understands the assignment; after this, they
move on to a brainstorming session
that is designed to guide the student
to reform and improve his own writing rather than tell the student what
is wrong with his paper. The tutor may, for example, prompt the student
to read a portion of his writing aloud so that the student can evaluate it
for its own worth. By helping encourage, not force, good writing and
reviewing habits, the writing center’s goal is to help form better writers,
not students who can churn out “the perfect essay” every time.
If you are interested in being tutored at the center, talk to Mr.
Brigham or run down to the literary center. There you will see a sign-in
sheet allowing you to sign up for one or more conferences with a tutor
from Mr. Brigham’s fleet of 25 student tutors and 16 college tutors. The
writing center is open periods 1-3 and 5-7 every day of the week except
Wednesday. If you ever feel that you need guidance with your writing,
the center is here and ready to help you. All you have to do is ask.
--Michael Reilly
later on. I definitely plan
on using this experience
to widen my view of
things such as culture,
language and traditions.”
While on the trip, Justin,
Nkauj Zoo and the others will experience the
modern urban cityscape
of Beijing, have a cookJustin Xayarinh and Nkauj Zoo Thao get their scholoring lesson, stay with
ship.
host families, shop for
souvenirs on a shopping street dating back to the Qing dynasty and stay
in a traditional courtyard hotel that is several hundred years old. The
group will also travel outside Beijing for a half day hike between several
villages, culminating in a night at one of them, where they will be able to
practice their language skills with rural people with a distinct and unique
lifestyle. Congratulations scholarship winners and every one else attending the JMM China trip!
--Natasha Pierce

Ben Mau with cast of Caberet strike a pose.
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The MidWinter
Dance
Hey JMMers! The annual Midwinter Formal is upon us again,
and will be on Saturday, February 12th,
from 8:30 to 11:30.
The Sophomore class
officers would like to
bring you what will
be called the “Snow
Ball” with a winter
and of course, snow,
theme. There will be
music, dancing, hot
chocolate, and lots
of fun! Tickets will
be sold during both
lunches from February 7th-11th for $7.00
Bring some friends
along, and nothing
can go wrong. See
you there!

Don’t you want to go with Meredith and Monika?
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February Calender
There seems to be a lot of
easy listening to do at many of the
shows this month. If you prefer the
chiller, quieter side of the spectrum
when it comes to music, I’m sure
you might get some enjoyment out
of seeing acts like RnB singer Marc
Broussard or jazzy New Orleans
natives Galactic, but…They aren’t
really my style personally. For
those of you that are down to rage,
here’s a couple of shows that might
be more your thing.
February 11:
Big Gigantic at the Majestic
Doors open at 8:30pm
all ages
$12 advance, $14 day of
Big Gigantic is a trip, man. They
basically do the whole ‘I’m gonna
lay down jazzy melodies over
bangin beats’ thing, but they do
it very well. In fact, their recent
remix of Wiz Khalifa’s ‘Black and
Yellow’ got props from the big man
himself. Yet another rising act from
the Boulder, Colorado music scene,
this fairly new group has gone
from birth to headlining sold-out
shows in record time. Personally,
I think one big reason behind their
growth is their belief in providing
their music for free and relying on
their live act to support them. In
this day and age where people can
download anything and everything
for free regardless of whatever ‘securities’ companies put up, theirs is
a novel answer to a tricky situation.
As such, feel free to go on their
website and download their whole
discography if you like, it’s all on
there. Then, if you decide you like
their sound, be sure to check them
out live.
February 16:
As I Lay Dying, others and Burn
the Ides at the Barrymore
Doors open at 7:00pm
all ages
$19 advance, $23 day of
I’ll be honest, I’m not much of a
metal guy, but from what I hear
these guys are pretty good. My real
reason for including them is their
lineup of other featured acts, which
includes Burn the Ides. I’m sure
it’s gonna be a good show, but if
you have any support at all for the

Madison metal scene now is the
time to prove it. Burn the Ides are
local, and it really wouldn’t be too
much of a stretch to call this show
their ‘big break’. Thus, if you got
the love, make sure you let them
know it by joining the crowd on the
16th.
March 1st:
Weapons of Mass Defunktion
Doors open at 11:30pm
18+
$5
Man, what an inconvenient time
slot right? Good thing we have early release the next day, or I might
actually feel bad for staying out
late to go watch these guys. You’ve
already seen me plug Weapons
of Mass Defunktion before, but
thing is they’re just too good not to
mention. Performing as part of the
Frequency’s Tuesday Night Junk
Party series, I’m sure that WMD
are gonna bring the house down
with their ridiculously energetic
blend of funk, jazz and hip hop. $5
too, pretty cheap right?
March 7:
Girl Talk
Doors open at 8pm
all ages
$24
Another act I’ve mentioned before,
if you didn’t get a chance to catch
Girl Talk at the insane Stellar Spark
New Year’s party, now is your
chance. He’s becoming increasingly well known these days, but
for those of you that are new to
Girl Talk’s music, he is basically
single-handedly responsible for the
massive wave of mash-up songs
that have hit the internet lately.
The only exception, he is actually
good at it. Very good. You would
never think that Biggie and Elton
John would mix well together, but
this man is out to prove you and
the rest of the world wrong. Also,
if hilariously good mash-ups of all
your favorite party songs weren’t
enough, his live shows are practically legendary. So, if you really
want to go all-out, Girl Talk is your
guy.
--Carlos-Eduardo Gacharná
ceg181@gmail.com

Warseid
During an age
when music is
a central part of
the average high
school student’s
entertainment
palette, it is not
uncommon to hear
of classmates’
achievements in
music composition
and performance
in daily conversation. It is rare, however, for students to attain as much success in transforming casual daydreams into tangible realities as a senior at our own
high school has.
Joe Meland, is part of Warseid, a band that has opened for many
well known bands, such as Epica, Blackguard, the Agonist, Scar Symmetry, Lamb of God, Threat Signal, and Dwar; at venues as varied as
the Annex, the Frequency, and the
Dry Bean in Madison; the Rave in
Milwaukee; and the House Café in Illinois. Warseid has also recently selfproduced a CD, where “everything
you see is paid for out of our backpockets. All the artwork is designed
by us.” Meland plays the guitar,
keyboard, accordion, and does backup vocals. His fellow band members
are Kyle Cushman, who play the
bass; Kellan Hilscher, who plays the
drums; and Logan Smith, the lead vocalist; all of who are Verona alumni
that are currently in college.
Their music is inspired by “epic
battles,” jokes Meland. More speJoe Meland. performs with Warseid.
cifically, their music is influenced
by Norse mythology, and has a “folky metal sound, like Scandinavian
folk – Celtic music,” Cushman clarifies. Though the songs on the CD
are not quite all the same, they all revolve around the same theme. The
genre of metal music is often portrayed as very negative, but there really
isn’t anything negative in it. In most of their songs they’re just trying to
convey a story of glory and honor.
“Autumn Winds,” for example, is a song about Vikings returning
to the homeland, full of pride and glory after raiding England in the Summer. They ride the Autumn wind, which brings their sails up.
Then they also do “tongue in cheek stuff.” One of their songs tells
a story about trolls that go into a village to capture musicians. They take
the musicians home and ask them to play music for them, but the musicians refuse. The trolls then try to play the instruments themselves but
break them and are forced to go back to the village to restart the cycle.
The four band members seemingly came together by chance.
Smith, Cushman, and Hilscher had already worked together in the past,
so when Smith approached them with a new project, the three of them
quickly banded together. Joe joined the band later, and as he says, “I was
just jammin’ with them one night, and they were like, you should join,
so I joined.” Far from the random picture he paints though, the three of
them met through the ex-lead guitarist of Warseid, who Joe knew through
the ski team. “Yeah, extracurricular activities,” Joe reflects, “Do them.”
The band also draws ideas from various movie and video game
soundtracks, such as Lord of the Rings, Lair, Dragon Age, Shadow of
the Colosses, and Final Fantasy. “Not that any of this stuff is our ‘goal’,”
the guys reassure us, “We
just draw in from there. We
definitely aim to create our
own sound, not try to emulate
other sounds. I mean, I doubt
anyone has ever heard anything just like this (holding up
CD).”
--Nancy Gu
If you want more information about Warseid or want a CD please contact Joe Meland.
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Student Opinion
Youth Options

I take 2 classes at Memorial. I swear my senioritis isn’t as bad as
it looks. In addition, I “TA” 2 classes and take 4 classes at UW-Madison.
I still have the 8:14 am to 3:35 pm school day and perhaps more free
time than most. While many of you ponder how that works, I would like
to introduce the program that makes my odd schedule possible - Youth
Options.
Youth Options is a MMSD program that allows high school
students (juniors and seniors in a MMSD school– rare exceptions may
be made for sophomores), who have exhausted a certain field of study,
to take (a) class(es) at the UW for free. It’s for individuals who have
finished Calculus BC and want to take Multivariable Calculus (Calculus
3) at the UW or students who have completed AP Chemistry and want to
take Honors Chemistry at the UW. However, Youth Options doesn’t just
cover math or chemistry classes; it covers all UW classes. As long as the
class is not offered in a MMSD school, Youth Options allows you to take
it at the UW.
I strongly suggest, if you are eligible, to take advantage of the
Youth Options program. It is absolutely worth it. The wide variety of
classes is amazing. The course catalog is 146 pages with thousands of
classes to choose from. Although there is a “one class only” rule, you
may email the coordinator (Moira Kelley) and ask for an exception. I
highly recommend taking more than one class, if possible, because it’s
more worth the transportation time and it’ll allow exploration of more
classes. Make sure you first get the basic class you want (Honors Chemistry, Multivariable Calculus, Data Structures, etc.) before choosing other
classes that you possibly want to take or are interested in.
While my strong suit is definitely math, my interests also lie in
law, environmental studies, politics, and international relations. Youth
Options gives me the opportunity to explore classes in those areas. I
generally spend a couple hours paging through the course catalog and
writing down all classes I would want to take. I end up with a list of
around 80 classes. I spend another couple hours paring down that list to
around 20-25 classes. The UW/MMSD generally approves 80%-90%
of my list. From there, I have ~20 some classes to choose from and try
to compose a schedule that works both at the UW and Memorial. Others just put down five classes right from the start and stick with it. While
my class-choosing procedure might be more complicated than most, you
really should put down more than just the class you know you want to
take- just in case times don’t work out. One crucial thing to keep in mind
is that you should be flexible with your schedule and your classes. There
might be some sacrifices that need to be made if you want everything to
work. Keep your options open.
Frequently Asked Questions:
Do UW classes/Youth Options affect my high school GPA?
Yes, it does. If you get a B in a UW classes, your high school transcript
will show it and it will affect your GPA. However, this should not be a
disincentive to take UW classes because you can get so much more out
of taking classes at the UW.
Is it hard to get an A in an UW class?
Nope. If you work hard, attend lectures, do your homework, and study,
not at all. However, please do realize that this is college. Even in AP
classes, teachers tend to coddle you quite a bit – giving homework extensions, curving tests an insane amount, making sure that you’re on track,
etc. In college, professors really don’t care if you’re failing or not going
to class. You are on your own. Deal with it. Be responsible.
Generally in humanities classes, an A is a 93% or higher; an AB is 8793%; a B is 82- 87%, etc. In math/science classes, I know of professors
who have made the curve as low as 75% for an A or as high as 95% for
an A. However, the curve differs by class and by professor. Make sure to
always check the syllabus or ask the professor.
OMG! WHAT IF I DON’T GET AN ‘A’ ?!
Been there. Done that. Chill out – You’ll still get into college. Promise.
In addition, colleges recognize that you are taking an actual college class
(above and beyond AP classes). It’s better to take these classes and work
hard – so you will get an A.

How do I take UW classes without missing too many of my
classes at Memorial?
Plan out your classes well. The math department always offers at 7:45am
math class so if you only plan on taking one math class you can get back
in time for 2nd hour! If you plan on taking multiple classes, schedule
them in blocks. If you don’t have many extracurriculars, taking your
classes towards the end of the day is really convenient. Otherwise, take
classes the UW offers so that it coincides with lunch at Memorial. If you
HAVE to eat lunch with your friends every day, then you can take advice
from me: my junior year, I took my UW classes in the morning and came
back for 4th – 7th hour. This year, I’m taking my UW classes during
3rd – 5th hour (including lunch and transportation time). If you want to
maximize the classes you take and minimize the time you are gone from
Memorial, I suggest taking MWF classes and TR classes. Unlike high
school, you don’t have to go to the same classes every day.
How do I get back and forth from the UW?
If you can plan it right, Metro bus 14 stops right outside of Memorial.
Otherwise, carpooling with others (especially those with UW parking permits) is a great idea. If your parents are super nice, they’ll drive
you. Or if you have cash to spare, getting one of those super expensive
UW parking permits is technically an option. I carpool with one of my
friends. Her mom drives us to the UW while my mom drives us back.
What other perks do I get if I’m in Youth Options?
UW Student ID – which gives access to the Natatorium, Serf, and Nielson; Free Metrobus pass; Spring semester ends in mid-May and fall
semester ends before winter break! Of course none of the reasons above
should be why you do Youth Options.
Are there other limitations?
You need to maintain a 3.0 GPA at Memorial.
Do my credits transfer to other colleges?
Depends on the college you attend. To make sure you need to check specifically with each college.
Is it easy to fit in with college students?
Considering people don’t talk all that much during lectures, they never
really find out you are a high school student. Even if people do know,
they’re all pretty nice about it and think you’re smart.
Where do you get textbooks?
You get textbooks at the UW bookstore or online. Make sure to keep
your receipt so that you can get reimbursed for it at the end of the semester.
Can I take four classes the first semester I do Youth Options?
No you can’t. Sorry. The exception policy builds up after time. Generally
speaking, the first semester you can be allowed two classes, the second /
third semester you can be allowed three classes, and the fourth semester
you can be allowed four classes. This is not a steadfast rule, but rather, is
what I have experienced and have seen others experience.
How do I sign up for Youth Options?
Go to student services and ask to pick up one of the Youth Options
forms. REMEMBER THE DEADLINE IS MARCH 1ST FOR FALL
CLASSES!!! There are NO exceptions to the deadline.
Wait. If I know that I am for sure doing Youth Options, do I still
need to fill out the entire course selection sheet at Memorial?
YES! Fill it out completely as if you weren’t doing Youth Options. Having more options overall will make your life easier when trying to figure
out your schedule at the beginning of each semester. It’s much easier to
drop a class than trying to squeeze into one.
What classes should I take?
Well that depends on what you’re interested in and what you’ve finished
at Memorial. Make sure to take a look at the prerequisites for each class
to determine if you’re qualified to take it.
My question wasn’t answered here!
You can ask your counselor! Or if you see me, you can always ask me.
Or Facebook message me.
--Michelle Yang
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Senior Soccer Signing

Athlete of the Month:
John Stec

stress why have you
stuck with it?
JS: Knowing that
all the other guys on
the team are going
Coach, Ben Voss (back row), Molly Flahavan, Hannah Rather, Dana
through the same
Robertson, Ingrid Greene, Katy Pilarzyk
thing and that if they Thursday February 3, 2011 five
could do it, I could
Memorial Varsity Girls Soccer
too.
players signed their letters of intent
S&S: Has there ever
Photo by Greg Dixon, WI State Journal
to play at their respective colleges.
been a time when
Ingrid Greene is going to play socyou felt like quitting?
For the last ten years the
cer at Macalester College in MinJS: Every year during winter
Memorial Boys Swimming Team
nesota. Hannah Rather is going to
has a 107 dual meet winning streak break swimming practices. (Some
play soccer at The University of
of us would rather die than swim.)
and walked away with a trophy
Colorado – Colorado Springs. Katy
S&S: Most memorable moment of Pilarzyk is going to play soccer
from the state tournament. The
high school?
graduating seniors this year have
at The University of Wisconsin
never lost a dual meet. This decade JS: Freshmen year when we had
– Green Bay. Dana Robertson is
won state for swimming and then
of domination is a legacy that is
going to play soccer at The Univerlost it 30 seconds later to Arrowfiercely protected by its current
sity of North Carolina – Charlotte.
head because of a disqualification
swimmers. The boys swim team
Molly Flahavan is going to play at
of Sauk-Prairie in the last event.
this year is better than ever. With
Bemidji State. Congratulations and
hope of taking the state title, senior It was not necessarily the happiest
good luck with the season!
moment but it is by far the most
swimmer, John Stec, is looking
forward to upholding the tradition. memorable and
Having swam all four years of high keeps me working hard so it can
school, it looks like all the hard
never happen
work is finally paying off.
again.
The Basics
S&S: Plans/goals
Grade: Senior
for the season?
GPA: 3.6
Sword & Shield (S&S): Sports that JS: Win conference for swimyou play?
ming, make it to
John Stec (JS): Swimming and
state individually, and have our
Ultimate Frisbee
team take home the championship.
S&S: Sports highlights over your
S&S: Who is your biggest role
high school career?
model?
JS: Being part of the 2010 state
runner-up swim team and watching JS: My parents and Lance Armthe team win in 2009. Winning the strong.
S&S: What is your favorite subject
ultimate state championship.
in school?
S&S: Favorite Sport?
JS: I couldn’t pick between swim- JS: Physics and chemistry
S&S: Where are you looking to go Jack Debner, Sam Riese, Eric Zwaska, Brett Wise, Felix
ming and Ultimate because they
are both great for different reasons. for college?
Braun, Ryan Lashua
JS:
Minnesota
Twin
Cities
or
Swimming is a lot of work and
UW-Madison where I will hopeleaves everyone exhausted at the
fully play Ultimate.
end of the day but it has a great
S&S: What do you want to study
team atmosphere and a fantastic
in college?
end to the season. Ultimate makes
me feel great after every good play. JS: Engineering.
S&S: Breakfast of Champions?
S&S: Sport you have always
JS: Frosted flakes and cookie
wanted to try?
dough Poptarts.
JS: Football or car racing.
S&S: Current Car?
S&S: A word that describes you?
JS: 1993 Saturn SL1.
JS: Focused.
S&S: Dream Car?
S&S: How did you first get interJS: Ascari A10.
ested in swimming and Ultimate?
JS: Swimming started when I was S&S: Celebrity Dream Date?
JS: It’s a tie between Scarlett Jo7 years old at Ridgewood pool
hansson and Jennifer Garner.
where I found a lot of my friends
S&S: Guilty Pleasure TV Show?
that I still have today. I had so
much fun with them that I’ve come JS: Spongebob Squarepants.
S&S: Ring tone?
back every year since. Ultimate
sounded like a fun opportunity my JS: “Sunshine” by Atmosphere
S&S: Last movie you saw in thefreshman year and after some of
aters?
my friends and I joined, we found
JS: The Social Network.
that it was much more than we
expected and played it ever since.
--Tia Das
S&S: After all the long practices,
254 high school student participated in this survey.
endless hours of homework and

Hockey Seniors

Are you a
Snowboarder or Skier?
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